
Caboolture State School Expectations  

5 Be’s Matrix 

Location Be Respectful 

 

Be Courteous Be Prepared Be Responsible Be Environmentally Aware 

 

General 

(to be used 
across all 

areas of the 
school) 

 

*I follow adult 
directions/instructions 

*I keep my hands and feet to 
myself 

*I speak respectfully & politely 

*I use appropriate language  

*I work quietly 

*I wear the correct uniform 

*I use appropriate language 

*I listen & follow instructions 
and school rules 

*I use my manners 

*I am polite when talking with 
others 

 

*I am on time 

*I listen to instructions 

*I move around the 
school with a buddy and 
a pass out 

*I take care of equipment 

*I stop & think before I act 

*I think of possible 
consequences before 
acting 

*I make sensible choices 

*I follow adult instructions 
promptly 

*I act safely 

*I put rubbish in bins 

*I take care of the 
environment 

*I care for flora and fauna 

*I keep things tidy 

 

 

Learning 
Areas 

(including 
classroom, 

library, 
verandahs) 

*I respect myself  

*I have a positive attitude to 
learning  

*I try my best 

*I encourage others 

*I raise my hand to speak 

*I speak nicely to everyone 

*I listen to others 

*I share with others 

*I wait my turn 

*I treat others the way I would 
like to be treated 

*I help others 

*I ask politely to borrow 

*I have the equipment I 
need to learn 

*I complete homework 
and assignments on time 

*I take everything I need 
from my bag at the 
beginning of break time 

*I use equipment safely  

*I take notes home 

*I return equipment when I 
have finished 

*I leave toys at home 

 

*I keep my learning areas 
clean and organized 

*I keep my bag in the racks 

 

 



 

 

*I take care of others’ 
property  

equipment 

 

Play Areas 

(including 
Ovals, 

Adventure 
Playground, 
Quadrangle) 

*I am a good sport and share 
fairly 

*I respect the property of 
others and stay away from 
the staff car park  

*I wait for an adult before 
entering the play area 

*I line up quietly to borrow 
equipment 

*I wear a sunsafe hat & 
correct footwear and 
clothes while playing in 
outside areas  

*I stay in the correct play 
areas 

*I return sporting 
equipment  

*I use sports equipment 
appropriately  

*I report dangerous 
trees/areas 

 

 

Eating 
Areas & 

Tuckshop 

 

*I sit quietly and wait to be 
dismissed 

*I wait my turn in line at the 
tuckshop 

 

*I use my manners when 
being served at the tuckshop.   

 

 

*I place my tuckshop 
order before school 

*I sit quietly in the correct 
area 

*I finish eating before 
playing or moving away 

*I eat my own food 

*I buy from the tuckshop at 
the correct time 

*I stay off the rails at the 
tuckshop 

*I go to the correct eating 
area 

 

      



 

 

Location Be Respectful 

 

Be Courteous Be Prepared Be Responsible Be Environmentally 
Aware 

 

Toilets 

 

*I use the toilets quickly and 
quietly 

*I respect the privacy of 
others 

*I flush the toilet  

*I wait sensibly for my turn 

 

*I go to the toilet before 
school and at break 
times 

 

*I return to class quickly 
and quietly 

*I report damage 

*I turn off taps 

 

 

 

Transition/ 

Lining Up 

 

 

*I respect others space 

*I will be quiet & seated 
before the second bell  

 

*I walk quietly past other 
classes 

 

*I move quickly from 
play to line up on time 

*I have a drink and go to 
the toilet before I line up 
for class 

*I leave the play area 
promptly and go to the 
correct area 

*I walk on verandahs 

 

 

Before & 
After 

School 

 

*I sit quietly in  the 
undercover area  

*I wait to be dismissed 

*I stay in the correct area 
before and after school 
quietly 

*I follow the bus “Code of 
Behaviour” 

 *I am prepared for class 

*I leave the grounds 
when dismissed 

*I am on time for class 

*I use school crossings 

*I go straight to the 
undercover area before 
school 

*I keep sports equipment 
still 

*I walk and ride home 
safely 

*I respect school rules 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parade 

 

 

*I sit quietly and still in lines 

*I face the flag and stand still 
during the National Anthem 

*I stand quietly when asked 

*I clap politely  

*I sit and face the speaker 

 *I enter and leave parade 
quietly with my teacher 

 

*I walk on paths 
to parade 

 


